Dear Special Rapporteur Melzer:

We write to alert you to recent developments at Northern Correctional Institution (Northern) in Somers, Connecticut. In response to the spread of COVID-19 through its prisons, Connecticut has explicitly refused to de-densify its prison population and is instead placing infected individuals in makeshift medical isolation at Northern, a supermax facility that is punitive by design and wholly inappropriate for medical purposes. In addition, the Connecticut Department of Correction (DOC) may be sending incarcerated people to Northern in retaliation for protesting the Department’s failure to safely protect them from the virus. Just before the outbreak—on February 28, 2020—you publicly stated that Connecticut’s overly harsh tactics at Northern “may well amount to torture.” The State’s continued reliance on those same punitive measures in the midst of the pandemic is simply unacceptable. We urge you to declare the DOC’s current practices to be in violation of international law to send a clear message that, especially in a time of crisis, punishment may not be substituted for humane treatment and sound medical practices.

In 2019, the Allard K. Lowenstein International Human Rights Clinic submitted a report
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to your office detailing the systemic physical and psychological torture taking place at Northern and other Connecticut prisons. 4 Individuals held at Northern are subject to extended solitary confinement, physically painful shackling, and unsanitary conditions. 5 In response, you affirmed that the DOC appears to be engaged in “a State-sanctioned policy aimed at purposefully inflicting severe pain or suffering, physical or mental, which may well amount to torture.” 6 As noted by your office, “even if permitted by domestic law, prolonged or indefinite solitary confinement cannot be regarded as a ‘lawful sanction’ under the Mandela Rules.” 7

Unfortunately, the Connecticut DOC has refused to improve its treatment of the people in its care to reach the minimum level required by international law. Instead, the DOC has responded to the novel coronavirus pandemic by transferring individuals who have tested positive for COVID-19 and individuals who have sought additional health and safety measures to Northern.

Conditions in Medical Isolation at Northern Are Unsafe and Degrading

Over the course of the pandemic, Connecticut has significantly expanded the number of individuals held at Northern. As of March 1, 2020, Northern held approximately 74 individuals; as of April 20, that figure was 275. A primary cause of that increase is that the DOC’s explicit policy is to house COVID-19 patients at Northern. On April 8, 2020, the DOC announced that “all offenders who have tested positive for COVID-19” except “women, youth, [and] those with acute mental health issues” will be transferred to the supermax facility for medical isolation. 8 As of April 20, 2020, the last time the DOC updated its publicly available data, 183 people are being held at 2-West, the Northern unit that the DOC has now designated for COVID-19 isolation. 9

Based on our understanding of the facility and recent conversations with individuals held there, Northern cannot function as a hygienic, safe, and dignified place of care for infected individuals. Furthermore, because 92 individuals who are not infected also reside at Northern, and medical staff interact with both populations, DOC practice endangers the health of all individuals held at Northern.

Public health and correctional experts have emphasized the necessity of distinguishing medical isolation from solitary confinement, warning that using solitary confinement as a method of medical isolation harms the health of those infected with COVID-19 and deters people from reporting symptoms to correctional staff. 10 Medical isolation is intended to describe a transparent process, overseen by medical staff and with consistent access to medical and mental healthcare, without additional restrictions on privileges such as outdoor exercise and access to phone calls. 11

“Medical isolation” at Northern does not resemble this practice. Individuals medically isolated at
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Northern have no access to recreation, property, or even showers. For the past several weeks, they were denied access to all external communication, including legal calls. Recently, individuals have been allowed up to two calls per day, including legal calls. Northern was designed for the express purpose of punitive isolation, and providing the safe and dignified care that true medical isolation demands is impossible at this facility.

The extent of quarantined individuals’ access to medical care has been daily temperature and blood pressure checks, and it is unclear whether Northern is capable of providing any additional care; medical and correctional staff are already working 12-hour shifts in the medical isolation unit. Based on the fact that the first incarcerated person to die of COVID-19 was transferred to the University of Connecticut Health Center five days before his death, it appears that the DOC is moving prisoners to hospitals if their illness becomes severe. However, as experts have noted, when sick people are placed in solitary confinement rather than true medical isolation, it limits the ability of medical providers to monitor symptoms effectively, potentially compromising the DOC’s capacity to determine whether an individual is in need of more intensive care.

We are further concerned about the DOC’s ability to separate those infected with the virus from the healthy population. In multiple cases, visibly symptomatic individuals have remained in general population for days or even weeks before being moved to medical isolation. We have also received credible reports that the DOC is transferring some symptomatic individuals to Northern before they test positive. Consequently, there is increasing reluctance in the general population to report symptoms for fear of being sent to Northern where they will get infected (if they aren’t already), and, at a minimum, they will be subjected to Northern’s inhumane conditions. This practice is likely to create a pattern of increasing confinement at Northern without reducing rates of infection in the general population. Indeed, the DOC’s reliance on Northern will likely expose more people to the virus.

Risk of Retaliation Against Individuals Protesting Unsafe Conditions

In addition to transferring infected people to Northern for medical isolation, we are concerned about transfers into the supermax facility being used by the DOC to retaliate against incarcerated individuals who protest their unsafe conditions. At Carl Robinson Correctional Institution (CRCI), a medium-security facility, a group of prisoners who organized a hunger strike and threatened work stoppages in response to the DOC’s handling of COVID-19 were transferred to Northern. The DOC told media that the protests were sparked by increased restrictions on movement to limit virus transmission, and that the 19 individuals moved from CRCI to Northern were “transferred for safety” after a guard was punched in the face. That account conflicts with multiple reports we have received from individuals transferred to Northern, who have stated that they were not protesting limitations on movement but instead were concerned about CRCI’s unsanitary conditions and the CRCI warden’s failure to provide bleach for cleaning as promised. These individuals reported being transferred to Northern for administrative segregation 24-48 hours after refusing a meal or expressing their frustration about the lack of protective equipment.

Despite the extremely restrictive and isolating conditions at Northern, individuals outside the medical isolation unit are nonetheless at high risk of exposure to the virus. For example, handcuffs and shackles are not sanitized between uses and are used repeatedly on multiple prisoners throughout the day. Correctional staff do not regularly change their gloves, including when
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handling handcuffs and delivering food. Prisoners are shackled and escorted whenever they leave the cell. As a result, we have received reports of individuals refusing to leave their cells so as to avoid being escorted by guards with contaminated gloves. Furthermore, access to soap and cleaning supplies is inconsistent and insufficient for many prisoners. While some units appear to be adequately supplied, other prisoners have not been given any soap or been given only one bar of soap since the crisis began and are expected to purchase any additional soap from the commissary. They also have not been provided with enough cleaning solution to sanitize cells after guards enter and exit.

The conditions in which individuals incarcerated at Northern are kept also makes effective social distancing impossible. Recreation takes place in small outdoor cages with multiple people in them: four or more people are forced to occupy the same nine-by-five foot space. Meanwhile, multiple correctional officers enter cells each day, again increasing the risk of the disease spreading. Prisoners cannot safely clean themselves. In Unit 1-East of the prison, one shower is shared by 40 prisoners, all of whom must keep their towels in the same location. Individuals are now forced to make perverse choices: sacrifice their health by avoiding exercise and cleaning or risk exposure to the virus through close contact with other prisoners.

**Detention at Northern Violates International Law**

Connecticut is subjecting incarcerated individuals to conditions that amount to cruel, inhuman, and degrading treatment, in violation of the Convention Against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment (CAT) and the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR). Both of these treaties have been ratified by the United States and require humane conditions in prisons. The Committee Against Torture—which monitors implementation of the CAT—has stated that “[l]iving conditions in police detention centres and prisons” and “[i]ssues related to overcrowding, . . . medical and sanitary conditions, [and] most common illnesses and their treatment in prison” are of “particular” interest in determining whether individuals are subject to cruel, inhuman, or degrading treatment or punishment. Previously, the Committee has condemned the “extensive use of solitary confinement and other forms of isolation in United States prisons, jails and other detention centres, for purposes of punishment, discipline and protection, as well as for health-related reasons.” The Committee called “[f]ull isolation of 22 to 23 hours a day in super-maximum security prisons . . . unacceptable,” no matter the reason. Additionally, the Standard Minimum Rules for the Treatment of Prisoners (Mandela Rules) require
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that prisoners’ accommodations “meet all requirements of health”\(^\text{20}\) and that prisoners “enjoy the same standards of health care that are available in the community.”\(^\text{21}\) In an environment like Northern, this is impossible. The DOC is required to provide safe and sanitary conditions to all of the people in its care. Current practice falls far short of that.

Further, to the extent that Connecticut is using Northern to silence prisoner protest, those actions constitute torture. The Mandela Rules instruct that solitary confinement may be used “only in exceptional cases as a last resort, for as short a time as possible”\(^\text{22}\) and never as collective punishment. The rules also prohibit prolonged solitary confinement (confinement for 22 or more hours a day for a period in excess of 15 consecutive days).\(^\text{23}\) At Northern, the DOC regularly uses isolation as a tool to punish prisoners, inflicting “severe pain or suffering” on them.\(^\text{24}\) Under international law, this retaliation against inmates amounts to torture.

We are deeply troubled by how the Connecticut DOC has responded to this international crisis—by increasing the population of a prison known for “purposefully inflicting severe pain or suffering” on incarcerated individuals in “dehumanizing conditions,” now including those infected with COVID-19.\(^\text{25}\) It is in moments of stress and confusion like this that international law provides a source of stability, holding us accountable for how we treat all members in society. We hope you will condemn the DOC’s ongoing policy of torture and/or cruel, inhuman and degrading treatment of the people in its custody.

Respectfully Submitted,

Sophia Angelis         Faith Barksdale
Madeline Batt          Mary Charlotte Carroll
Kamilyn Choi           Isa Qasim

Hope Metcalf
Supervising Attorney
Allard K. Lowenstein International Human Rights Clinic
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